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Session 1: Stage-setting and 
baseline data

• Concepts and methods for 
equity-focused planning

• Overview of scenario-
based planning

• Choosing indicators

• Obtaining data to 
measure indicators

Session 2: Defining and 
modeling scenarios

• Interpreting and 
communicating 
baseline data

• Defining and 
modeling scenarios

• Evaluating 
scenarios

Session 3: Turning 
scenarios into policies

• Understanding 
scenario outcomes

• Identifying and 
prioritizing and 
policies and programs

• Preparing for 
implementation

Scenario Planning
“test exercise” 
(Level 1 cities)

• Select indicators • Review baseline
• Select scenarios

• Review scenario 
outcomes

Overall outline of training series



scenario planning equity focus
• Partially frees process from 

biases & blindspots

• Promotes foresight, not 
forecasting

• Encourages cross-sector 
communication

• Structures iterative solution 
development

• Diversity of voices produces larger 
solution-space

• Identifying and measuring what 
matters

• Broader inclusion and more 
equitable distribution of benefits

• More durable public and political 
support

Our theory of change

Information is power
Values and voice 
provide direction
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Recap of Session 1
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Scenario planning

Equity and inclusive 
stakeholder engagement

Selecting indicators 
and baseline data



Recap of Session 2
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Scenario 
development

Energy equity 
indicator baselines

Scenario modeling



Components of Equitable Clean Energy Scenario 
Planning
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Planning component Questions

Goals What are your government's and/or community's goals?

Process How do you assure stakeholders are listened to? 

Indicators What are stakeholders' values and concerns?

Baseline Where are you now?

Scenarios
What are your possible pathways?
• What actions do you want to consider?
• How do you design them equitably?

Impacts What are the likely outcomes? 

Policies and programs How do you design and implement the actions? 

Distributional design Who benefits? Who pays?



Objectives for today
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By the end of today’s session, you should…

• Identify practices to use your privileged capacity to support frontline 
leadership 

• Feel comfortable interpreting your modeled scenario outcomes

• Be familiar with methods for identifying and prioritizing policies and 
programs aligned with your preferred scenario

• Feel ready to facilitate a stakeholder-directed process of prioritizing, 
designing and implementing policies



Agenda

Core session – 1.5 hours
1. Reflecting on planning, privileged capacity and frontline leadership

2. Scenario calculator selections - discussion

3. Interpreting your scenario results - discussion 

4. Identifying and prioritizing policies and programs

5. Designing and implementing policies and programs

6. Case study: policy/program assessment, selection and design – City 
of Orlando 

7. Wrap-up & next steps

Optional Q & A and discussion – 30 minutes
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Technocratic solutions frequently worsen inequity, 
including systemic racism
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COVID-19 pandemic

• Public-health expertise
• Case studies from 

other countries
• Epidemiological models

• Lockdowns and distancing 
policies

• Essential-worker designations
• Economic-relief programs

• Racially inequitable exposure
• Racially inequitable economic 

relief
• Racially inequitable access to 

care

Climate change

• Climate-risk models
• Mitigation and 

adaptation best-
practices

• Decarbonization programs
• Green infrastructure and 

open space
• Buyouts and managed-

retreat programs

• Exacerbation of existing 
inequality

• Green gentrification

PROBLEM ANALYSIS SOLUTION
UNSOLVED ROOT PROBLEMS AND 

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES



Inequity can arise from every step from planning 
through implementation

Source: I. Anguelovski et al. 2019. Why green “climate gentrification” threatens poor and vulnerable populations. PNAS
116(52): 26139-43. 11

Planning: Persons with experience of violence or 
insecurity were generally not included in planning 
processes, excluding critical context from 
consideration

Modeling: Many neighborhoods adjacent to new 
green projects were not included in impact-modeling 
and now are at greater risk of flooding

Financing: City partnerships with private finance 
resulted in emphasis on high-end “luxury” 
developments

Roll-out: Many long-term residents feel socially 
excluded from new green spaces

East Boston’s green development projects
• Piers Park
• East Boston Greenway
• 2018 Resilient Boston Harbor Project

https://www.pnas.org/content/116/52/26139


Key tendencies and drivers of inequity: analytical 
reductivism and engagement of power-holders
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Problem
Power-holders (including 
financial resources) can 
move society, but power-
holders typically lack 
frontline perspectives

Problem
Analytical problem-solving 
works by excluding many 
factors as extraneous—and 
which factors will those be?

Solution
Draw perspectives from 
affected communities and 
redistribute power to them

Solution
Leave problem-definition 
to affected communities



The critical role of planners: using privileged 
capacity to empower frontline leadership
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Government (power)
Data

Technical orientation
Modeling

Visualizations, data interpretation
Time and resources

Legal authorities

Community (direction)
Community expertise
Frontline priorities
Black and indigenous (BIPOC) 
prominence



Some practices for centering frontline leadership

• Listen with curiosity and honor community knowledge

• Start with stories to build empathy and a common language

• Take the time and put in work to meet people where they are, understand their 
history, and build relationships

• Make space for conflict and radical candor – not “buy-in” – anger is often about 
trauma, is valid, and essential to get to the root of problems

• Recognize (and get partners and officials to recognize) that there is a difference 
between what you want out of a process vs. what is needed for it to be a 
success for community

• Be willing to pivot focus, goals, and timelines

• Reciprocity: Identify both what you want from the community, and what they will 
get from the process, and confirm its value to them

• Compensate people for their time and knowledge

Sources: Summarized from remarks of Tamika Butler, Orlando Bailey, Jay Pitter. Webinar: “Moving to Action: How do we 
respond to anti-Black racism in urbanist practices and conversations?” See also Part 1 and Jay Pitter, “A Call to Courage”
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https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Dm4YTW86RTeVzM1VFBMlFA
https://canurb.org/citytalk-news/how-do-we-respond-to-anti-black-racism-in-urbanist-practices-and-conversations/?tab=summary
https://canurb.org/citytalk-news/a-call-to-courage-an-open-letter-to-canadian-urbanists/


Discussion: Centering Frontline Leadership

How can you better use your privileged capacity to support 
frontline leadership? 

What knowledge and support do you need to do so? 
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Interpreting scenario 
outcomes
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Our “test exercise” Scenario Calculator tool

Source: Greenlink Analytics. Links to scenario calculators for all 12 Level 1 cities here. 17

Residential Commercial

189,372 14,086,430

2,027,148 12,231,963

ACTION

308,868 Homes cutting electricity in half

0.1 MMWh Saved

Medium
293,936 0.25

ACTION

13 kWh-saved per sqft

2.8 MMWh Saved

1,957,114 MMBTU Saved

ACTION

5,806 Homes Adding Solar

ACTION

7,044 Cars off the Road each Year

$1,632,000,000 20%

$466,000,000 29

1.3 73

7,300 $517,000,000

9,352,000

Energy Pathways for Denver, CO

About the Tool 
This tool allows you to design energy pathways in Denver, CO. It covers outcomes of energy efficiency and solar investments within the residential and 

commercial sectors. This tool was created by Greenlink Analytics using industry wide assumptions and sample outputs from Greenlink's ATHENIA clean 

energy model.

How to use 
You can create your own energy future by inputting clean energy target values in the 'ACTION' cells. After entering your target values, your report card will 

give a deeper breakdown of the potential impacts of those actions.

Energy Efficiency 

Level of Energy Efficiency Investments Going 

Toward Low-Income Communities*: 

Residential Potential Achieved 50%
Residential Potential Achieved

Commercial Potential Achieved 50%
Commercial Potential Achieved

Solar Power

Residential Solar Potential Achieved
Residential Solar Power 50%

Residential Solar Capacity Installed (MW) 

Commercial Solar Capacity Installed (MW) 

Commercial Solar Potential Achieved 
Commerical Solar Power 50%

Your 2030 Pathway Report Card

Benefit-Cost Ratio

Equivalent To: 

Equivalent To: 

Equivalent To: 

Customization
Denver's Current Electricity Consumption (MWh): 

Values to the left reflect energy consumption values 

specific to Denver, CO. Other cities that wish to enter their 

own energy consumption data may do so by overwriting 

these values. Denver's Current Natural Gas Consumption (MMBTU): 

Equivalent To: 

Net Jobs Created Avoided Climate Damages ($) 

Metric Tons CO2 Avoided 

Cost Overview 2030 Clean Energy Summary

Total Investment Energy Demand Met by Efficiency

Net Benefits ($M) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1oLMPHF8qrL0CdI-U1F8k_JN_otazu8scs42eOiIfagk/edit


Scenario option selections from Level 1 cites

Scenario Outputs based on selected options for all 12 Level 1 cities are available here. 18

Miami-Dade County, Florida

Columbia, Missouri

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1oLMPHF8qrL0CdI-U1F8k_JN_otazu8scs42eOiIfagk/edit


Discussion: Scenario Calculator

What insights did you have from using the test exercise 
scenario calculator?

What was your process to decide which mix of actions to 
include in your final scenario? 

How might you use this information to engage and 
communicate with stakeholders? 
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Scenario Outputs: Business-as-Usual and Impact 
scenarios

Results for all 12 Level 1 cities are available here. 20

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1oLMPHF8qrL0CdI-U1F8k_JN_otazu8scs42eOiIfagk/edit


Discussion: Scenario Outputs

What insights or surprises did you have from reviewing the 
scenario outputs?

What might you do differently in your planning processes 
as a result of this information?

How might you use this information to engage and 
communicate with stakeholders? 

21



Identifying policies 
and programs

22



Which is the “best” scenario? 

• Once you have multiple scenario outputs, you need to decide which one most represents the 
future your community wants:

• Which ones achieve the core goals you set for the planning process?

• Which ones best match the vision that stakeholders, especially frontline communities, 
want to achieve? 

• Which ones provide the most additional benefits?

• Many available tools:

• Evaluation matrices

• Polling/surveys

• Visualize and discuss

• Fullest answers come through using multiple mechanisms for deep community engagement 

23



Example: Atlanta’s scenario results & 
stakeholder identified priorities
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Turning the actions from your preferred scenario 
into policies and programs
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Many policy and program options

Source: Greenlink Group, Clean Energy Strategy Toolkit 26

https://public.tableau.com/profile/the.greenlink.group#!/vizhome/GeneralCleanEnergyStrategyToolkitFinal/CleanEnergyStrategies


Clean Energy Policy Toolkits
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National Conference of State Legislatures
Solar Policy Toolkit

Zero Net Carbon Building Alliance
Zero Net Carbon Policy Toolkit

NAACP
Just Energy Policies and Practices

American Cities Climate Challenge
Procurement Guidance

Northwest EcoBuilding Guild
Building Innovations Database

LEDS Partnership
Low Emission Transport Toolkit

Greenlink Group
Clean Energy Strategy Toolkit

Cadmus 
Pathways to 100

https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/solar-policy-toolbox.aspx
https://shiftzero.org/toolkit/
https://naacp.org/climate-justice-resources/just-energy/
https://cityrenewables.org/overview/
http://www.buildinginnovations.org/
https://ledsgp.org/toolkit/transportation-toolkit/
https://public.tableau.com/profile/the.greenlink.group#!/vizhome/GeneralCleanEnergyStrategyToolkitFinal/CleanEnergyStrategies
https://cadmusgroup.com/papers-reports/pathways-to-100-an-energy-supply-transformation-primer-for-u-s-cities/


Categories of action as entry points

Energy sub-sectors

• Building efficiency

• Building electrification

• Renewable generation

• Transportation

• Storage

28

Influence mechanisms

• Financing

• Information

• Technical assistance 

• Marketing

• Incentives

• Regulation

• Technology pilots



Source: Zero Net Carbon Policy Toolkit

Action option trees to identify relevant actions
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Market development

Partnerships and 
certification programs

Incentives

Code innovation

Expedited processes

Land-use incentives

Technical assistance

Recognition and 
marketing incentives

Financial incentives

ZNC 
buildings

Zoning exemptions

Floor-Area-Ratio 
bonuses

Other allowance 
bonuses

Code adjustments

Action types Program types Program examplesAction category

https://shiftzeroorg.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/shift-zero-znc-incentive-toolkit_022819.pdf


Prioritizing policies 
and programs

30



Dimensions of policy assessment
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Authority/influence to 
implement

Cost-effectiveness

Equity

Local economic 
benefits

Feasibility Desirability Impact



Stakeholder input for qualitative comparison

Source: City of Atlanta, Clean Energy Atlanta. This general type of mixed qualitative/quantitative 
assessment method is known as a Goeller Scorecard.

http://www.100atl.com/


Assessing available authority

Sources: Cadmus, Pathways to 100. C40, C40 Cities: The Power to Act. 33

What actions are directly available to your government? 

Consider also authorities beyond direct municipal action – state, private, community

https://cadmusgroup.com/papers-reports/pathways-to-100-an-energy-supply-transformation-primer-for-u-s-cities/
https://www.c40.org/researches/c40-cities-the-power-to-act


Assessing available influence mechanisms

Sources: Cadmus, Pathways to 100. C40, C40 Cities: The Power to Act. 34

Owning and 
operating assets

Regulation and 
enforcement

Budgeting Vision-
setting

Feasible policies and programs options come from the four “power dimensions”

https://cadmusgroup.com/papers-reports/pathways-to-100-an-energy-supply-transformation-primer-for-u-s-cities/
https://www.c40.org/researches/c40-cities-the-power-to-act


Distributional equity*

35
Source: C40 Cities & WRI, Inclusive Climate Action Roadmap

Who is impacted? What is the likely distributional impact? 

Unfair costs/benefits; 
exacerbates inequities

Very fair costs/benefits; 
addresses inequities

* Procedural and structural equity also need to be a focus 
in the upcoming design and implementation stages.

https://wrirosscities.org/research/publication/how-tackle-climate-change-and-inequality-jointly-cities


Cost-effectiveness

What is the return on investment?

• Energy efficiency first – cheap and local

• Perspective and scope matter 

• Whose point of view? Program 
administrator, program participant, society, 
etc.

• Which benefits are monetized? Climate, AQ, 
reliability, employment, etc.

• Sources/Methods

• Program evaluation studies and databases

Sources: ACEEE 2018. Lazard 2019. 36

https://www.aceee.org/blog/2018/12/renewables-are-getting-cheaper-energy
https://www.lazard.com/perspective/lcoe2019


Local economic benefits

How much of the benefit stays 
in the community?

• Key local benefits to quantify:

• Local jobs

• Reduced energy bills 

• Air quality

• Sources/Methods

• Regional economic analysis 
models

• Input-output analysis

Source: ACEEE, How Does Energy Efficiency Create Jobs? 37

https://www.aceee.org/files/pdf/fact-sheet/ee-job-creation.pdf


Policies ranked using multiple dimensions

Source: Greenlink Group, Clean Energy Strategy Toolkit 38

https://public.tableau.com/profile/the.greenlink.group#!/vizhome/GeneralCleanEnergyStrategyToolkitFinal/CleanEnergyStrategies


Designing and 
implementing policies 

and programs

39



From priorities to design

You now have a list of prioritized policies and programs based on 
the outcomes that stakeholders most want to achieve

Next up:
• Detailed policy/program design

• Securing funding or finance

• Implementation

• Communication and marketing

• Evaluation and improvement

40

Continued stakeholder 
engagement throughout



Principles and process for program and policy design

Source: USDN/Cadmus, 2018, Guidebook on Equitable Clean Energy Program Design 41

Principles of Equitable Clean Energy
Program Design

1. Listen and respond
2. Partner with trusted community 

organizations
3. Recognize structural racism
4. Efficiency first
5. Reduce financial burdens
6. Increase benefits
7. Make it easy
8. Integrate with other services
9. Protect consumers and workers
10. Beyond carve-outs
11. Track progress
12. Long-term commitment

https://cadmusgroup.com/papers-reports/a-guidebook-on-equitable-clean-energy-program-design-for-local-governments-and-partners/


Equity questions for policy/program design 

Is there a stated or implied equity goal or outcome? 

How is equity being defined for this policy? 

Source: adapted from Kapwa Consulting. Equity Inquiry Questions. 42

Procedural Equity 

(who, how?)

● Are impacted communities engaged? 

● Do impacted community members want the program? 

● Are impacted communities able to meaningfully contribute to program design?

● Is there willingness to build a relationship of trust with impacted communities?

Distributional Equity 

(what, where, to 

whom?)

● Who bears the costs? How can those be more fair?

● Who receives the benefits? Are they going to those who most need them? 

● What data is needed to create a fairer distribution of benefits and costs?

● What are the mechanisms that further inequitable distribution?

Structural 

(Intergenerational) 

Equity 

(Why, to what end?)

● How open is the city to shifting it’s priorities?

● How to cultivate a meaningful dialogue and shared ownership between city, technical experts, and community 

towards shared goals?

● How to recognize and respect historical context/legacy that can affect program design and who shows up?

● How to balance pressures to get to GHG impact quickly with making sure benefits go to where they are most 

needed even if more expensive?

● How can the program build power and wealth for the community? 



Program design should include equity-focused 
indicators and targets

Source: District of Columbia Sustainable Energy Utility, 2019 Annual report; Note: CBE is a “Certified 
Business Enterprise” which must be based in DC and have 50%+ of employment or business activity in DC. 
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Discussion: Identifying, prioritizing, designing 
and implementing policy

Based on your scenario outcomes what are some 
policies/programs you think are most important to assess? 

What methods have you used to engage stakeholders in 
prioritizing or designing policies/programs? 

What barriers do you see to implementing this idealized 
process in your community? 

44







CLEAN ENERGY 
GOALS

☀️ Reduce GHG Emissions by 90% by 2040

☀️ Achieve 50% →100% Renewable Energy 
by 2040 → 2050 Community-Wide





ORLANDO RENEWABLE & RESILIENT TEAM



Over 500 KW of Solar PV installed on City buildings, 
4 MW+ in the pipelineORLANDO ENERGY TRANSFORMATION



STARTING WITH THE BASICS











POLICY TYPE BREAKDOWN



POLICY & PROGRAM RANKING



ONLINE INTERACTIVE POLICY PACKAGE









QUESTIONS?

Brittany Sellers
Sustainability Project Manager
brittany.sellers@cityoforlando.net

CityofOrlando.net/GreenWorks

mailto:brittany.sellers@cityoforlando.net


Wrap-up
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Post-quiz results – Session 3
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In single words or short phrases, what are some of your 
professional goals for your clean energy planning process?

How confident are you about your ability to guide an 
equitable scenario planning process?



Pre-quiz results – Session 1 (for comparison)
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In single words or short phrases, what are some of your 
professional goals for your clean energy planning process?

How confident are you about your ability to guide an 
equitable scenario planning process?



Next steps from here
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• Share your feedback – https://bit.ly/broadly_feedback_3

• Use the practices, principles and data from the training in engagements with 
your stakeholders

• Develop a scenario planning process appropriate to your community’s needs

• Engage with the WRI-Greenlink-USDN project team to sort through options 
and resources for your city
• Join office hours
• Share your ideas, questions and requests through the feedback survey or by email

• Share your successes and learnings

https://bit.ly/broadly_feedback_3


Lead Author: Rosa Gonzalez (Facilitating Power)

To be released Summer 2020

Community Engagement Process Guide

Engaging with impacted communities is key to:

1) understanding the stories behind data patterns - help 
with effectiveness

2) unlock the insights and capacity needed to identify and 
implement genuine solutions to equity gaps and 
effective climate action

3) ensure effective means by which to share the data with 
the larger population

Contact: Minna Toloui, Upright Services 67



Key Components of the Community Engagement 
Process Guide

❑The Spectrum of Community Engagement to Ownership

❑Ecosystem Approach to Regional Racial Equity

1 • PREPARATION - clarify what equity means and why/how it is core to 
the process; setting goals and timeline together; co-designing a process

2 • COLLABORATIVE DATA ANALYSIS - facilitation capacity, multiple 
meeting/engagement process, translating learning into action

3 • FOLLOW-THROUGH FOR SUSTAINED ACTION - evaluation, 
reflection, sharing the data and stories more widely, investing in 
community partnerships, equity impact assessments

Contact: Minna Toloui, Upright Services 68



Equitable Clean Energy Planning
Resource List

Full resource list available here. 69

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ysLnLvdBD8-7OTIWONCkmwKb8b3gCnLg/view?usp=sharing


Thanks for your participation!

Thanks to our partners: 

And advisors, reviewers and researchers:
• Allison Ashcroft, Canadian Urban Sustainability Practicioners

• Julie Curti, Metropolitan Area Planning Council (Boston)

• Megan Day, National Renewable Energy Laboratory

• Alex Dane, Natalie Elwell & Devashree Saha, World Resources Institute

• Denise Fairchild, Emerald Cities Collaborative

• Anthony Giancatarino, Movement Strategy Innovation Center

• Rebecca Kiernan, City of Pittsburgh

• Samantha McDonald, Greenlink Analytics
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Q&A & Additional 
Discussion
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Prompts for discussion

How can the WRI-Greenlink-USDN team support you in taking next 
steps and peer learning on the principles, methods and data 
discussed? 

How can you better use your privileged capacity to support frontline 
leadership? What knowledge and support do you need? 

What new questions do you have as a result of what you learned 
through the test exercise scenario modeling process? 
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